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Add-ons

You want to use a 
Professional panel, but 

it is missing a biomarker 
you really want included. 

No problem: just select 
this when ordering your 

test. The available add-ons 
are in the drop-down on 

the test page.

Bespoke test panels

You can create your own 
panel using the bespoke 

range, or any of the 
existing panels and  
add on any markers 

which you want to include 
straight away.

What if I  
miss something?

You can add selected 
additional biomarkers up 
to 30-days after receipt 
of your clients results.

Upgrade from  
FDX Check panels

If you decide you want to 
investigate further after 

your client’s results are in, 
FDX Check panels can all 
be upgraded to selected 
larger panels up to 30-
days from the return of 

bloods to the laboratory.

I want flexibilty
FDX Professional offers the most flexible blood testing options

All FDX professional panels require a blood draw with centrifuge.

My client has complicated or many health concerns and would like a full investigation or comprehensive health MOT (overview).

FDX Professional covers many specific health categories and concerns

 

Reports: One professional, one for client. FDX Professional has 3 price ranges, perfect for your client’s budget.

What type of blood test do you require?

Cognitive 
Health

Femme 
Heath

Man  
Health

Cardio 
Health

Lifestyle 
and Fitness

Thyroid Fertility Age  
Well

If you are looking for a 
comprehensive test, we 

recommend using FDX Ultra 
panels Femme Ultra, Man Ultra  

or Thyroid Ultra, or one of 
our specifically created larger 

panels such as FDX Brain 
Check, Cardio Check, Workout 

or Weight Aware.

Why not look at the FDX 
Inspect range which offers 
more insight into hormonal 
and thyroid health such as 

FDX Thyroid Inspect, Femme 
Inspect and Man Inspect?

Start with a basic overview 
– FDX Check, Thyroid 

Check or Thyroid Check+ 
are good starting points.

My client needs to check specific markers to assess interim programme success

 offers key markers in a finger prick test for your intermediatory assessments

Index 
Vitamin D

Index Liver 
function

Index 
Renal

Index  
Lipid

 Index  
B12

Index  
Iron

Index 
Thyroid

functionaldx.com

My client wants to understand their health on a general level and may have some symptoms related to hormones or thyroid. 

My client is on a budget, but I want to cover as many biomarkers and functional body systems as possible.

FDX Essential provides excellent entry level assessments for female and male health or thyroid investigation. 

One report for both practitioner and client is included.

Basic assessment or basic budget

Fully comprehensive investigation 

My client has access to a blood  
draw with centrifuge: 

My client has access to a blood  
draw but no centrifuge service:

My client requires a  
Finger Prick test:

Blood draw required?

 Track a specific marker

Find a blood draw >

Comprehensive Medium Basic
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